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Video Depositions    

Recently,       there has been increased interest and use of videotaped depositions.        A
significant reason for this increase is their use in trials, whether it       be the opening statement,
during direct and cross-examination, or in       closing argument.  With this being the age of the
videotape and TV,       you can imagine the stirring impact video depositions would have upon
the       court and jury.   An article in the Maricopa Lawyer (Arizona),       by Michael Hawkins,
emphasizes the impact of videotaped depositions. 

   

Video Depositions Are Dramatically Different -       Because They Are Drama 

   

“I have been doing trial work for the better part of two decades.        While I have had some
experience with videotaped depositions, it has been       neither regular nor routine.  The bulk of
my experience, at least       until recently, has been with the run-of-the-mill, standard deposition 
     done in the comfort of one's own office. . . I recently participated in a       lengthy trial in
federal court in which nearly every witness was       videotaped.  The judge permitted extensive
use of videotaped excerpts       in opening statement, during direct and cross-examination, and
in closing       argument.  The adage that a picture is worth a thousand words is       applicable
and then some to video technology.  To put it mildly, I       was astounded at the impact. . . that
the video excerpts involved someone       else's client was of no comfort....In short, preparation
for the       videotaped deposition is as different from the standard deposition as       night from
day. Failing to recognize this reality could result in dire and       virtually irreparable
consequences for your client.” 

   

- Michael Hawkins 
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Video Depositions 

Though more expensive, recording a deposition by video should be seriously       considered inall your depositions.  It encourages settlement for the       following reasons:             -         The parties stick to the issues and remain on task when the camera is rolling.              -          Video demonstrates how your client or the opposing party will respond in court.               -           The opposing party is aware that cuts from video depositions can be used at trial forvideo generation jurors.                -          Turnaround time for video is generally quicker than for depositions.                -         The accuracy of the deposition cannot be doubted.            Cross-examination can be remarkably effective if the witness is impeached by a video image ofhimself making a contradictory statement. Also effective is splicing clips from severalpresentations from several witnesses into one presentation so jurors can compare testimony onthe same subject. The capability to be able to use these video trial methods has greatlyincreased with computers.    The preparation of your client for a videotaped deposition cannot be understated. The old rulesof listen to the question, pause, and limit your answer just to the question do not necessarilywork in a videotaped deposition.    "Don't volunteer an answer," and "You are not there to help the other side," may be the wrongadvice. As the camera is rolling and your witness answers with short, evasive answers, theimpact may come back to haunt him or her in trial.    Some suggestions for videotaped depositions:             1.                                                        MPEG stands for Motion Picture Experts Group. This ISO standard provides for a uniform format for video compression standard.                                                 Dress appropriately. Wear what you would for trial. There are reasonswhy newscasters wear certain colors on TV.                2.        Look into the camera. This video may be shown to a judge or jury. If your eyemovements are furtive and unfocused, then the trier of fact will give you little credibility.              3.        Answers should be open and to the point. Do not attempt to evade answering thequestion if a simple effective explanation will do. To evade the answer and then to try and argueto a judge that the question was not the most artfully articulated may fall on deaf ears.              4.        Since this may be shown in trial, prepare for it just like actual trial testimony. In atrial, the witness would not be eating or drinking coffee while testifying.              5.        Take breaks often to stay fresh. Videotaped depositions can be extremelyexhausting, just like a trial. Plan breaks often, if needed, and the reasons should be clearlystated on the record so it does not appear that it is being done for coaching purposes.              6.        Movement. Do not watch an attorney who is pacing back and forth off camera -makes your witness look like they have shifty eyes.                7.        Camera angle. Lighting, setting, angle, the use of close-ups, and pans to others inthe room are all important issues to decide upon prior to the start of the deposition. Don’t let theother side point the camera up at witnesses to distort their faces and make them look sinister.            8.        Questions. Ask questions like Tom Brokaw - do not use useless repetitive questions.           Video can add power and have a significant impact upon the trier of fact. To be able to impeacha witness with a prior videotaped deposition can literally win a case for you.                         If a picture is worth a thousand words , then video is worth a thousand pictures or stories.                  The easiest method of capturing and displaying video is with a VCR. The major problem withaccessing and viewing video on computers has been fitting the huge video files on storagemedium like a hard disk or CD-ROM and playing them back fast enough to achieve a smoothplayback on the screen. However, this has been solved with significant advances with the newCD-ROM format called DVD. DVD is able to play back a feature length movie on a DVD reader.    When depositions of a witness are recorded on videotape, they can be digitized onto aCD-ROM or DVD disk for playback. CD-ROM and DVD enables the user to instantaneouslyaccess any part of the deposition in a non-linear fashion. One can immediately jump to differentparts of the video without fast forwarding. To locate specific testimony, the tape is linked to thefull text transcript that is called video synchronization. Line link or a time stamp link can link it tothe full text using either a line that is part of the full text transcript and the video. It is much betterto plan the synchronization prior to depositions being held to ensure the synchronization resultintended. Costs for conversion are approximately $300 per tape for digitization to a CD-ROMnot linked to a deposition and up to $450 per tape when synchronized to the lines of adeposition transcript.    Depositions using Videoconferencing    Videoconferencing is a method whereby people in different geographical locations can have ameeting, conduct a deposition or have a witness testify at trial - and see and hear one another -using computers and communications.    Videoconferencing allows for examination of witnesses at remote locations whether for adeposition or for trial. The witness does not have to travel to the court or deposition and incur allthe lost time, cost and travel difficulties. The parties at the legal proceeding can see and hearthe witness at the remote location and vice versa. The witness can be placed under oath andthe lawyers can see and hear the witness during the examination. The equipment consists of avideo camera and monitor at each end of the conference, as well as document conferencingequipment if documents or other materials are used during the examination. High speedtelecommunication connections - wire or wireless - are needed for quality videoconferencing. Acomplete record of the deposition or court proceedings can be made of the examination.    Considerations of whether to use videoconferencing    Technical considerations:             -         Is the witness located near a videoconferencing facility with a high speed bandwidthconnection? Companies such as Kinko’s, court reporting firms, law firms and facilities listed inthe yellow pages may all be available for a few hundred dollars per hour. They will provide thecamera, monitor, connection, and oftentimes document conferencing equipment.               -          Sometimes you can rent the equipment to install at a particular location near ahigh-speed connection. It may take several weeks to install a high speed connection.             -         Does the court or deposition facility have an adequate high-speed connection? If not,it is unlikely that the court will permit counsel to run special lines into the building.           Witness considerations             -         If the remote witness is your witness, make sure they are appropriately dressed, sitstraight, do not smoke, eat or drink, and answers questions as if he or she was in thecourtroom. If possible, have a small monitor for the witness at the remote location that willdisplay the image he is projecting. Advise the witness that biting ones fingernails, tapping finger,and other mannerisms may be adversely reflected on the monitor.               -          If the witness at the remote location is not your witness, then determine for the recordwho is in the room, what documents the witness has and what other equipment is in the room.              -         Since the conference is in a video format, the session can be recorded on a VCR orin a digital format using new camcorders and cameras. Determine if the parties agree to thisand also have available a set of earphones for the court reporter who is making a record of theproceedings. The court reporter will be able to block out the background noise.               -          Exhibits can be displayed at the remote end by switching to a visual presentercamera. A visual presenter camera is a video camera that is used to display exhibits. Thewitness will see the document on his end on the monitor.               -          If the witness is a predicate or foundational witness involving non-contentiousmatters, the witness may be perfectly suited for a videoconferencing session.               -          If the equipment is always available, then one or the other side may take witnessesout of order to prevent recesses or other delays. This may or may not be advantageous to yourcase.               -          It is risky to depose a hostile, contentious or biased witness by videoconference.Also, expert witnesses may not be suitable for videoconferencing testimony. It is more difficult tosee by video their nonverbal communication, which may be vitally important to you.              -         When questioning a witness, you will generally not know what notes or othermaterials he has with him. It is generally more difficult to control a remote witness.              -         Also, the questioning of a witness must proceed slowly because there will be a slightpause between the question of the lawyer and the answer of the witness. This occurrence canbe seen nightly on a news program when the reporter is at a remote location. After asking thequestion, give the witness an opportunity to answer the question and make sure the witness isfinished. Otherwise, you will have a muddled examination and will have run-on and multiplequestions. Make a deliberate pause at the end of each of your questions and wait for thewitness to respond.                -         In a trial setting, if one party makes an objection to the question then the judge musthave a kill switch to terminate the testimony until the objection is ruled upon. Otherwise, thewitness will begin answering the question and may never hear the objection. A videoconferenceis not like a telephone conference where one audio objection can interrupt the other party.Usually, the witness does not hear the objection. This kill or off switch should terminate thevideo and audio transmission. It should also be used during hearings, bench conferences,recesses, and any other time the jury or witness would be looking at the monitor.               -         In a deposition, exhibits can present difficulties if the witness does not have thedocument. Make sure the witness has a complete set of documents and that fax is available ora visual presenter (also referred to as an Elmo, visual presenter or Doar).            Type of legal proceeding             -         Settlement conferences, arbitrations, mediations, status conferences, discoverymotions, and other procedural motions can be are tailored for videoconferencing for lawyers,clients, or witnesses and prevent them from having to travel long distances.            Setup for the legal proceeding             -          It is recommended that a large 37” or 45” monitor be used to           display the videoat both ends of the conference.  The monitor           would be located to allow all parties to seethe witness.               -          Operator - it is suggested that someone who is familiar with the           equipment beat each side of the videoconferencing.  The vendor           will generally operate the equipment. It is suggested that           lawyers not operate the videoconferencing equipment.              -          The video monitor in the courtroom will be in the line of sight of           all participantsas the witness testifies through the monitor.             Make an appropriate record for appealpurposes as to the nature of the           examination.  The camera shot of the witness - head,upper           body, full body - and the examining lawyer are governed by           negotiation orlocal practice and rule.               -          The video monitor may have inset windows to provide the parties a           view ofwhat the other side is seeing.               -          Turn on the equipment at least 20 minutes before the scheduled           conference. Sometimes it can work perfectly for three days and           then the fourth day there areproblems.               -                          Backup - in the event the video does not work,           go to an audioconferencing using the regular telephone line.            Again, make sure the audio equipment inthe courtroom and the remote           witness has the necessary equipment, telephone callingcards if           necessary, etc.                 
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